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Not much to add to the weekend update as the S&P500 ended sideways. The hourly chart (Fig. 1A) continues to 

show the preferred count, but with minute-iv of minor-5 still unconfirmed. I continue to prefer a stab lower into the 

ideal target zone, but beggars can’t be choosers and we’ll have to take what the market gives us. The 1-minute chart 

(Fig. 1B) shows the alternate count with major-3 top at SPX2478 after 5 waves up off the SPX2408 low, which could 

have been a failed flat. However, the micro-count shows the two possibilities we are facing in the preferred count: 

minute-iv at SPX2465, followed by a 1,2,1,2 setup, or a complex a-b-c pattern for (orange micro-b) to today’s high 

to be followed by a micro-c wave into the ideal target zone? With GOOGL having topped in intermediate-iii on 

earnings AH and down 3+%, see count here, that could be the catalyst 😊. As said in the weekend update; lower 

prices for minute-iv would fit better in time and price (several days, more complex and deeper retrace) 

Figure 1A. SPX 60-min chart. Minute-iv of minor-5 most likely still underway.  

 

Figure 1B. SPX 1-min chart. Alternate count with top at SPX2478, while micro-count shows either complex minute-iv 

(orange a,b) or start of minute-v (orange and blue 1,2,s) 
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https://twitter.com/intell_invest/status/889580686960508928
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The daily chart of the S&P500 now has a non-ideal A.I. sell signal, and the RSI5, MACD-line and MFI14 are also starting 

to point down. However, price is still above all SMAs and above most uptrend lines, as well as still in the green EW 

uptrend channel. Thus, although cracks are starting to appear, typical at the 4th wave stage, the chart signals price is 

still in a solid uptrend. 

Figure 2. SPX daily chart: TIs now starting to turn down, but price still firmly in uptrend. 
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The daily chart of the NDX shows peak momentum at today’s high and markets don’t top at peak momentum. This 

chart is certainly much more Bullish than the DOW JONES daily chart, which I showed last week; and which may have 

topped or is forming in Ending Diagional fifth wave. For the NDX (and COMPQ) we now would like to see negative 

divergence starting to form to signal major-3 is getting close. The $6104 ideal target remains. 

Figure 3. NDX daily chart: Price at peak momentum: most often not a significant top.  
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Breath weakend today, but remained positive: more stocks were advancing then declining. Thus the SPX-SI 

(summation index of the McClellan Oscillator for the S&P500) continues to increase and remain on a buy. As such, 

buy/long it is until it says differently. Simple. 

Figure 4. SPX-SI remains on a buy, albeit breadth is marginally positive 

 

 

In conclusion: My preferred count has minute-iii of minor-5 of intermediate-v of major-3 at SPX2478 and ideally 

minute-iv to SPX2461-2451, with an ideal target of SPX2454, is still under way. A break below SPX2466/2465 will 

confirm this count, which is my preferred short-term POV. A move over today’s high without making lower lows 

first means minute-v is already underway. This is my alternate short-term POV. The larger alternate count has a 

major-3 top At SPX2478, 7p shy of the ideal SPX2485-2505 target zone. We need a drop below SPX2450 to place 

this count on a higher probability. For now, cracks are starting to appear in the charts, but price is still in an 

uptrend. 

ALOHA 

Soul, Ph.D. 
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